Campus vandalism
heavy damage
by Stephen Riley

..Frat Row became a sea of mud as studen ts en thusiastically engage d in the scheduled events of
Winter Carnival Saturday afternoon. By the end of the day, students were led to ask , "Will there be
snow for Spring Carnival? " . , ¦ . . • "
'

Colby divests Citico rp stock

The Board of Trustees
voted in J anuary to divest
Colby's stock in Citicor p
Bank because of that ban k's
policy of lending to South
Africa despite that country 's apartheid policy. The
Board 's action was taken as
a result of the November 13
recommendatio n of the
college
committee on
Investment Resp onsibility.
"Pirior to Mar ch 1980,"
the 7 committee , reported ,
VCiticorp had committed
itself to not extending any
further loans to South
Africa. We strongly supported their stand. During
March I960 they revised
that policy and ar e now
participating in a loan to
the South Afri can Government."
VlJnlike

other

major

banks , Citicorps has refused

to accept the premise that
doing business in South
Africa
entails
certain
special obligations because
of the uniqueness of
flpartheid ," the committee
conttaucd ;7 '«We reject the
notion that corp orations
'who choose to do business in
South Africa can ethically
operate there without incurring special responsibilities. One of these
special responsibiliti es is
abstaining from makin g
loans to the South African
iGovernment. "
,
;¦• '; Althou gh' the committee
¦¦

: r ^r ^y ^^ 'r ^ ^y r' '' <:: ' ¦ ¦

agreed mat Citicorp has

abided by the Sullivan Trustees J voted on the mendation is unknown at
princi ple, it felt that recommen dat ion of
its this time.
adherence to it does not Investmen t Commitee to ' Colby 's total investment
preclude divestment "in all add these stocks to the bu y in Citicor p amounted to
circumstances when it is list instead. Future com- 8,500 shar es bought at

on
Investme nt
satisf ied; Violation of the mittee
Sullivan princi ple guidelines Responsibilit y action on the
is a sufficient (but not a reversal of its recomnecessary ) condition for
divestment. On the other
the
hand
satisfying ,
guideline is a necessarv
(but not a sufficient)
condition for holding onto
by Thud Burr .
the Stock." ,
This spring , - Colby will
Cticorp has , according to once
again
send
a
The Wall Street Journal , "delegation " of students to
taken the lead in lending to the
three—day
model
the South African Gover- United Nations session in
nment; it is the first U.S.! New York . Jay Otis , Stu—A
bank known to have made head , said that while the
such a loan' since 1076.
model UN normally seeks
annual
Colby par ticipation ,
Harvard Universit y and
Stu—A
was
not approached
Tufts
University
both
divested their Citicor p stock last year by the Interin early 1978 before the national Relations Club for
Colby was,
March 1980 policy reversal. funding.
therefore
not
,
•
represented
They did so primarily
in
the
spring
of
1980.
because of "Citibank' s
According to Otis , while
previous record of loans."
Stu—A was approached
Committee
on rather late with funding
The.
Investme nt Responsibility requests by the IRC , the
voted on October 24 . to trip is on for Spring '81.
recommend tha t Perkin- The funding, however , will
Elmer and John Fluke be only partial and must
Company come 7 .out of, 7 Stu—A' s
Manufacturin g
stocks be removed from the discretionary fund.
college's approved purchase
In past yea rs, the selection
list becaus e of the in- of a.delegation has been a
volvement of both com- closed process. Delegates
panies in South Africa. The have come primarily from
"hearin g among IRC members .
committee ,
nothing to the contrary / ' Because the request ed $1200
assumed these stocks had for the trip 7 constitutes a
large 7 share 7 of
the
been removea. 7;
In Ja nuary, the Board of discretionary 7 fund; Stu—A

$248,838.13 and sold for
$207,413.05, creat ing a net
loss of $41,425.08.

Miller Library is not the
only place to be vandalized
on campus accordin g to
Colby 's security department. In the last few. weeks
light poles, lawns , windows
and candy machines have
been damaged.
Security officer Dana
Johnson said three light
poles
between
Miller
Library
and
Mary
Low—Coburn have been
knocked down and have not
been replaced.
Dean of
Students Earl Smith said
the poles would be replaced
by B&G as soon as
replacements are available.
The
lawns
behind
Roberts , in front of the
library and around Johnson
pond were damaged by cars
being driven over them .
Johnson pointed out that
during
Winter Carnival
Weekend cars were parked
off various campus roads
and parking lots which
added to the dama ge to the
lawns . Secur it y beli eves
that most of the dama ge
done aroun d , the pond J s
done.by "townies. "
Security officer Chuck
K ittrel
said that " an
average of ten to fifteen
windows " are being broken
ea ch week throu ghout the
cam pus . In Roberts Union
a six foot window was
broken -a pparently by a

marble
shot
from . a
sling—shot -r—and several
doors were dama ged.
Several candy machines
overturne d "- •. arid
were
dama ged in severa l dorms.
vandal ism,
Besides
security, reports on increase
in theft of . construction
materials from the New
Dorm construction : site.
Johnson believes students
use the stolen mate rial to
build lofts and. shelves in
their rooms.
' Johnson
and
Kittrel
believe that most of the
dama ge is done by two Or
three students . who aro
probably freshmen ''trying
to prove somethin g. '' .
officer Peter
Security
Chenevert
stressed that
althou gh Colby does have ' a
problem with vandalism , it
is "no worse than any other
comparable , school, • if not
better ." Dean Smith Said
there was "no significant
increase in vandalism " oyer
the last two weeks and in
fact vandalism is down
from previ ous years .7
attributed
the
• Smith
decrease in vandali sm to
the . . studen ts' ..: changing
views on vandalism brou ght
about by increasing tuition
costs and by the new weekl y
dorm inspection . which
results . in : fines . to the
damaged ..section Of . the
dorm. ' • •

Eight studen ts to attend mod^i #iiV*
has specified two precon ditions to project support.

The delegate
selection
process must become open
to the entire campus and
the IR C must repay a third
of the Stth-A allocation
before the year 's end.

" The selection process will
be through a committee
comprised of one facult y
three
IRC
member ,
members , and one Stu—A
member. Candidates will

'. Pro fessor . .Weissbtir g, the
committee facult y member *
says . he. ,7 has ' been %
preached - b y .inte rested
students but that as yeC' he
knows few details of the trip
be interviewed; eight will
h* st'!«Wed .
7 7 Continued on pag e?/
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News lexers

Spotliglit on Gary Simth

¦\ : Hostage^^eaks^^

ECHO p ersonality of the week

A former hostage is coming to speak at Colby
by Stu-A
College. Jointly sponsored and funded
Cultural life and: the Strider^ Speaker7 Series, .the
date has been set for April 20. fu^er information
will be provided as plans are finaHzed77; 7 7

by Fran Mullin
You've seen him before-raising the roof at the
Students Arts Fair and bringing the house down at the
Winter Carnival talent show. Behind that electric guitar
is senior Gary Smith, lead singer of the punk band
Fractions and the ECHO'S personality of the week.

McQuade elected as TtiTistee
Lawrence XL McQuade, senior vice-president ofW.R. Grace and Company of New York City, has
been elected to a four year term
¦ as a trustee of
Colby College. ' \:r ': yyy.: r,: .:: ¦ .
' . An. attorney and 7 former .Rhodes Scholar,
McQuade was, from 1967 to l%9, assistant secretary
for domestic and international business of the U.S.
Department of Commerce. He served as assistant
to the assistant secretary of defense- Of' .the U.S.
Department off Defense from 1961 to 1963.
Tlie executive has been a member Of the board of
directors of W.R. Grace since 1978. From 1969 to
1975, McQuade was president of Procon Inc7 a
subsidiary of UOP, Inc., Of which he was vice
president from 1972to 1975. "'
The 1950 graduate of Yale was a Rhodes Schoar
at Oxford University in 1952-53. After earning his
. degree from Harvard Law School in 1954, he joined
the law firm of Sullivan and 'Cromwell.

Fractions, says Gary, began last year when he asked
classical pianist Maggie Holden if she would accompany
him on keyboard. Soon Joe Kelliher, also on guitar, and
P$ul Gibson, on drums, . j oined in and the band was
born . Fractions-has recently received a lot of exposure
at Colby events and should be recognized for their newwave renderings of popular songs as well as their
professional-sounding punk originals.
"What else do I do?" ponders philosophy major Gary
Smith in his characteristic white shirt £»nd black vest."I
complain a lot."
„
Noting the "Stop U.S. aid to El Salvador" button on
his vest, Gary mentions that he's head of the New World
Coalition. • This group, he says, is basically "an
educational and consciousness-raising organization."
The New World Coalition is a group of about 35 people
who get together to discuss issues such as women's
rights, gay rights, the draft, and of course, intervention
in Third World countries.
•
This interest in U.S. involvement in .other countries
led Gary to one of the two student positions on the
Advisory Committee on Investment Responsibility.
Colby's investment in South African businesses( which
advocate apartheid) is the major concern of this
committee. Gary is in the minority, here, favoring
complete divestment over the more popular "aggressive
shareholder policy " now in effect. Gary 's main job is to

MBA
Northeastern University Make it your business . . .
to find put what Northeastern's Graduate School
of Business Administration can offer as you face
your future . A. variety of program alternatives
allow flexibility in pursuit of the MBA decree and
encourage practical work experience.

Management Intern Program

An intensive twenty-one-month graduate
cooperative education program integrates fifteen
months of classroom studies with six months of
paid professional work experience. MBA intern
students alternate periods of full-time course
work with a period of full-time employment in
bus iness , industry , or government. .
.

Full-time Program

A two-year program with assistantship opportun ities involves continuous study by attending
classes primarily during the day . A limited
number of assistantships offering tuition remiss ion w it h a poss ible s tip end are" available.
Assistantships are based on both skill and
academic qualification s and offer valuable administrative or teaching experience.

Deadlines

<
Assistantships: March 15
Full-time and Intern programs: April 1
For mote information call 617-437-2719 or write:
Graduate School of Business Administration
7 *- . _ ¦. ¦, ;.
Northcastcrn rUniversity
360 Hu ntington 'Avenue ' . - '
•
Boston , Massachusetts 02115 .
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Smith : 'Eat the rich"
"keep the committee aware of the moral7issues in
volved."
"No Nukes" is another one of "Gary 's humanistic
slogans. Exercising his rights of free speech and
assembly, last year he "went to Seabrook and saw a lot
of people getting beat up. by cops." These acts of
meaningless violence angered Gary and influenced him
to become "even more radical than before ."
What will this human-rights advocating, punk rocker
from Rhode Island do after graduation? Next October,
Gary wants to hitch-hike down the Pan-American trail
in South America with some friends from New York.
After that (presuming that.he 's not shot by rightist
snipers) Gary 's not sure what he'll do. Preferably, he
says, "I'll keep doing what I've been doing": supporting
human rights, making music, and complaining.
Then again, in 20 years he may be sleeping in the
gutter, clutching a bottle of Muscatelle. According to
Gary* that's also a possibility-and with Gary Smith,
who knows?
Editor's note: Spotlight personalities are chosen from
student suggestions; If you know an interesting person not necessarily well-known) with unusual hobbies or
talents, send us their name and why they should be
spotlighted. Mail suggestions to: the ECHO, features
box.

CANCER

Record position vacancies
Colby is presently experiencing an unprecedented!number of position vacancies. 7
Searches currently pursued are for theI positions of% '
Dean of Faculty, College Chaplain-Asianist, College
Physician, College Librarian, Vice-President of the
positions opening in the
College,¦ as well as
¦¦ '" ¦/faculty
'
'
-¦
¦
¦
•
¦
'
fall- :

Colby Institute sponsors annual session
The Colby Institute for Management is holding its
30th annual session April 3-4. Addressed wlll. be
themes ot productivity, , retirement and
organizational behavior in the areas of labor
relations, work systems, and manpower planning
and development. The format will be a combination of speakers and workshops;
Information and registration materials for the
Colby Institute may be obtained through the
Robert H. Kany,
Division of Special Programs,
" director.' ; '. ' :. • ¦ '• "'- ' * 7 ' .; 77 7' 7 '' 7' .

Frat damage charged

7

The fraternities will be charged for damage to the
lawn on frat raw caused by activities held during Winter
Carnival, according to Dean of Students Earl Smith.
The lawn will be smoothed over and reseeded in the
spring, said , Plant Manager, Stanley. Palmer. The
damage was ,caused:by volleyball games ande an ob^
stacle course; along iwi^/unorganized activities run in
the muddy weather; ;" .,
.. :: v7;7:,,; 7: 7. . ] \:. .-. -. .;' :.- ,

PEACE CORPS -VISTACAN BE HEAT .
Peace Cor ps volunteers
serve 2 years-in Asia,
Africa, Latin America, the
American I
[Caribbean and the South
Society %
Cancer
Pacific.
VISTA volunteers serve 1-2 'TOIS SfACEOONTHmmDWAPUN JCSt
lCVTCt
years in poor rura l and
urban areas of America.
While a college degree is
desirable, applicants with
'HlAVE WE GOT
good work experience; buf |'?- 'M;&
¦ MUN^ ¦
. ' <y : r - : y y ' ^ '' ! - - r Z '^ r r X : '^. ' -i ' ^ ^kM
______
.
\
no degree may qualify for
__ __ f _Smt
certain programs.
All volunteers receive
travel money; free health
care, and a monthly
_7
living allowance.
¦
At the end of 2 years, Peace
:
7 -¦¦ '- ¦ ¦¦¦¦¦ .:¦ ¦ ' " '- -v. 7v' v .777-7 7':m;; '7 ;7 .7^7l77 77l
Corps vo lunteers rece ive
i ; ' ;..: - . PJZZAS - pAGWd dDS - ITALI/VNS.^Ml ||DERS s 7 j
$3,000 ($125 for each month {
served)^
At the end of 1 year, VISTA
volunteers receive $900 <$75
for each month served).
Thorc is NO UPPERiAGE
;
7; 7:7; 7 " - " 7 :|, , v ;^ 7,77 7- ,;¦' . :: .- ;¦¦ 7 7' v77^- 1. ''7';7V 7' '; , • 7.77/77 ' 7 7 j
LIMIT for applicants in - :7V.
¦¦ ' 'V\' :7>: 'k ' i: ' i ',^ - ' 7 .7 ' .
good health/
, ,7' .- /7, . iV/E Xpi^3^/i8^
' ' 7; i;7. - 7' ¦ ' :
'y ¦• . ¦•' ¦.•(¦¦* yrry.^ xr .rm - 'Mr;t \y \
Interviews -- Roberts Union,. Ujj? &-r ¦¦* $¦ '^*r . r , ^ r r r ry
9r4;30, March 0.
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Cha plain candid ates under con sideration
by Greg Nemrow
"I think that we have
three very good candidates,
and I'm optimistic that
we'll appoint someonewho's
very good for the position,"
Yeager
Hudson
said
Chairman of the Search
Committee for Position ' of
Chaplain-Asianist about his
chaplain and- Asian studies
professor.
- The ' three ~ candidates
remaining under, , consideration for^ the pest are
Dr. •- Ishwar " t "'.Harris,
Associate Professor „of
Religion at Rutgers, Dr. E.
Allen
Richardson,
a
Congregational pastor in
New Jersey, and Mr. Boyd
Wilson who is finishing his
Ph.D. at the University of
Iowa.
Originally, almost forty
persons applied for the
combined post after it was
advertised nations^ ;^
faUT^ MCT-jrei^
recpm^no^ti^^§|wer;e/
recelvedj ^Wam^cMb^i
-a'te^''

by
were
interviewed
committee
-members
Professors Hudson and
Longstaff at the American
Academy of Religions'1980
conference in Dallas.
Of .those interviewed, Dr.
Harris, Dr. Richardson and
Mr. Wilson were asked to
come to Colby for another
interview. They were also
asked , to lead a Sunday
chapel service and conduct
one public lecture. ,
7; Candidate - evaluations
were'provided by the rest of
the committee, which includes Professor Todrank,
students Margaret Carlton
and Dana Johnston, and
selected students from
related courses.
According to Longstaff ,
"We'll have a fairly wide
expression of opinion." Mr;
Wilson and Dr. Harris have
already, been on campus
andi-yrDr7 ! Richardson: is
scKeoMed^to> appear ^this
wp!^d>::7^8ieommittee
Woj^^f & kcti. a?Jde^ian7b^

Israeli consul

pJKft^

March 15.
The position, effective
next year, requires a twothirds commitment to the
instruction of Asian studies,
and a one-third commitment to serve as school
chaplain. The7 c0mbination
is unique, which is why only
forty or so applications
were received.

No women, blacks or the fact that the comof
Chaplainnative Americans applied bination
for the j ob, although Dr. Asianist is an unusual one,
Harris is Indian. This was Fm-encouraged that we will
despite the committee's be successful in attracting a
'aggressive attempts' to first-rate person to fill this
find minority applicants by position."
Longstaff, who has served
contacting special minority
groups for qualified per- as acting Chaplain for the
past two years, said that he
sons.
Said Longstaff, "Despite would miss the job "more

than a little," but that he is
anxious to return to fulltime teaching. Professor
Hudson of the Department
of Philosophy «nd Religion,
said he would have been
happy to have Longstaff
remain Chaplain, but that
he was also needed in the
classroom.

•7X[JV.continued Mmpa ^ I
and the delegate selection
process.
'
President Cotter has
agreed to contribute $400
from
the 7 President's
discretionary fund toward
transportation 7 costs.: The
Stu—A charter forbids the
funding, of transportation
and food expenses. Unmet
'
be 7 met-i.by;;
expenses^ ;$$%&
tRC • fyndraiiing"fand^ by
indiyidual<di7£iparticipants^;

Otis emphasized Stu—A s
concern to be the establishment* of a more coherent
funding
selection
and
process for future years'
trips. So while publicity has
not been and may not be
abundant for model UN '81,
future sessions will be open
to broader participation; 7£7
^oth^;='btis7 and'7 former
delegate Lucy Nichols^agE66
resourcesyrtr&zter.- - r that the selection process is
ruiihmgTlate this 'year£ <5tis
attributes Colby's nation
assignment of tiny Malawi
to a late applica tion.
Nichols, however, feels

i-^HSf^
^^^ i^S
w^i^^^'r^g'vR^P
' ^J^-^^^^v^^'
r'T^^
^^^
^a^fm bEJss^SrP<ufc»

Colby 's limited number of

delegates tn he responsible.
The Colby- .. " Malawi
representatives finally sent
to New York will engage in
a decathalon of .committee
¦
nieeitirigs which "' Nichols
described as "intense. "
Ideally , every country r has
(jM rei^
of 37 series ^f *c<mimutees
Whjbeto r meet#:cind,;ideba^e
7^?!poKgy r .
ii^FhaU6n^:
;
the
throughout
questions
weeekend.
On the final day , all
committees rejoin in the UN

building in Manhattan for a
plenary session at which
any resolutions decided
upon are adopted and a
policy paper is published .
. Nichols said that although
the Colby participants do
not receive any academic
credit for their involvement ,
many 7 other schools vare
^ dead^^eitious'' 7 about '' the
^r^rady^eiai^ng - il^ a&Tthg
:culminiatioV.vrof ^n ^Terrtlrig
semester course focusing ori
the assigned country and
Ul3 procedures.
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: Mteh^l Bavli^C^_*i
..First Socretaryj Of the Israel s^-A^aj ^^
Gerirafclfbr^
"- ¦ ^
; v^ ^MK ^vi^ii^M
ptihti&p ^^ as
_f 6\0^mW<^^^m^
y n t ^^
^
and
will
(Jame
Secon
lecturey
s
m
a
i^eptibn
roori^
:
:
d
Wednesday, March ' 4.
follow.
Time
and
Secretary
of
the
Israel
place
are
Downtown Wit»rvllle
Bavly's topic is '.'Peace
P#1 # l_r _H_¦—_!
flB Jr,E\P \MJinrmvn
to be announced; and the
Prospects in tlie Middle Mission to the United public
;
is invited.
THREE DAYS ONLYf^
^ l^j H
East." '
7 Nations in Geneva / SwitTHURSDAY-FRIDAY- SATURDAY
h ^ ^W/'f_ fi
Bayly is the fornier
ONLY
"Assistant Director with the
VISA—MASTERCAR D-CASH
« Ministry for Foreign Affairs
fc ^^ S^S'
in Jerusalem, assigned first
to the Eastern
¦ European
Division and then7 to: the
includes .
International
delations
from the Institute for
ALL DOWNHILL SKIS-Aii cross countr y Skis—All
Political Studies in Paris.
junior
skis
. Bavly also seryed in the
Israel ¦ ¦¦ Defense Forces
BINDINGS for Cross Countr y and Downhill Skis
before .' " attending ; and
100IS by NORDICA—GARMONT-LA NGE-- HEIERUNG
graduating from Hebrew
ALL SKI POLES —Cross Coun try and Downhill
University;in Jerusalem iri
19597, with a degree In
CARRY-ALL BAGS —Waxes—Go gg les— Bootwarmers , etc.
Economics arid Inter"
QUITE SIMPLY...ALL SKI EQUIPMENT
national Relations. The
lecture is sponsored by the
B'nai B'rith7i HUlel -foun^
dation and will bepresented
at 8 p.m. in Lovejoy 100.
includes
Ambassador Bavly joined
ALL SKI PARKAS for men, women and childre n
the^ Ministryi for Foreign
(Sorry, C.B.Shfllla Only, not ori sale)
7
Affairs in mi, af ter
ALL SKi PCTTS-Bibs-Warm-Ups-Stretch Pants
receiving his MA degree in
North American; Division;
ALL SKI SWEATERS^ Demetre-Miester
He was ^ihed 7 Consul
ALL SKI HATS-r- Gloves ^ Underwear , etc.
General of Israel for New
Ambas
sador
Bavly
>
QUITE SIM PLY...ALL SKI CLOTHING
England In 19787 7
Bavly,
a
f
ormer
ass
i
sta
n
t
di
rector
^ of Israeli Ministry for
The Consul General has
served as counselor with the Foreign Affaire will speak March 4/
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Ilogendom examined Polish political problems

7>777^t!N«aa 8**°°
^pi^a^7definitel y worth
stated
^e^fe 'sj_«ney,"
prpfessbr Hogendorn about
bissrfebaitrtrip to Poland7
The ; prOlessOr went as a
^representative of the U,S.
'^
at^'V:\7v- ':;- 'iJepartment' s'
; mternational
Communications Agency. As
an economics professor , he
-le^iired ^ English-s peaking
students' and facult y at the
Universit y ;Of Warsaw , the
tiniyersity of Krakow , the
. Academy of Economics and
Mickiewicz
at - t:Adam
Universit y,in Pdtnan.
^vAlOiig 77 with East-West
^ade,. : Hogendorn spoke
about ¦die role of the U.S.
-dollar 7 in international
financial relations , and U.S.
P&t&ti pnism.
llie adventure ; had good-will intentions as the American
wants
to
govennrient
reihairi^Son friendly terms
throughout Poland' s crisis.
7 In every city he visited,
Hogendorn says
Professor
he7s was brou ght to the
Solidarity Head quarters for
tha i area. The Solidarity
Headquarters
is
the
National Trade Union which
is ;7an independent trade
union ; in Warsaw pact
Countries.
" Speaking with the Poles,
Hbgeiidorn found their
worst problems right now to
be the confusion over lost
.Saturday wages, and a dim

*

future as the country , goes
from a 6 day to a 5 day
work week. :~
The Polish National Trade
Union is an unusual addition
to a communist country and
claims 10 million out of 16
million , workers in the
nation with about 10 percent
belonging to the Communist
part y.
Prof. Hogendorn - noted
that there was no open
fighting.in Poland. Few
visible signs of any trouble
existed since it was so
quiet.
According to
even , the
Hogendorn ,
strikers were gentlemanly
pronounced
with
no
picketing of billboards.

Professor
Hogendorn,
however, says his trip was
not a vacation. He found it
more of an adventure than
fun: The professor saw
chronic food shorta ges and
constant ^ strikes;
consequently it was very difficult to get around in
Warsaw.
. "
Although there were no
open signs of violence,
Hogendorn stated , "There
was feeling of tension, a
spirit of resistance , an
uncertainty of the future
steps of the Polish government and a fear of
Russia. "
A common topic of conversation with his Polish

' ¦¦' . ¦ by F'rancme Forte

counter parts, say Hogendorn , was a possible
Russian intervention and
U.S. - Polish economic
differences.
"I was very lucky to be in
Poland at that time since
Economics
the
New
Reforms ' Pro posal was
passed," exclaimed the
professor", excitedly. While
he was there , a bill was
passed
allowing more
economic freedom.
Hogendorn
Professor
would like us to remember
Prof. Pete r ' Harris and his
wife, Natalie who «are
stayin g in Lubin, Poland for
the year.

Harvard divests Otiba iik
Harvard University has quietly sold $50 millionin Citibank notes and certificates ' .' of depositduringthe
last three months because that company loaned
money to the South African Government. Tins is a
result of Harvard' s three year policy against
leaving its money in banks loaning funds directly
to the apartheid government. Students involved in
the drive to get Harvard to divest its hidingslied
to South Africa and . members of the Advisory
Committee on Shareholder Responsibility (ACSR)
pr aised the University 's actions.

Bates tuition hits $9000

Tuition for Bates College will top $9000. This
decision resulted from the semi-annual meeting off
the Board of Trustees. The President of Bates
College will release the accurate tuition costs to all
students and parents individually as Colby did. <
In another action, Bates Trustees decided not to
divest the College of its holdingsin companies doing
busines s in South Africa. Their reason is that the
financial impact of such an action on Tthe College
was not fully investigated.

Ovil ri ghts grou p

CALC chapter organizes

Are you concerned about
human rights worldwide ?
Are you bothered by hunger
in the state of Maine? > Do
you fear global nuclear
prolif eration? If so, the
newly organized Maine
chapte r of Clergy and Laity
Concerned 7" <CALC ) may
interest you.
CALC was founded in 1965
to mobilize opposition to'
American intervention in
Southeast Asia. Remembering the lessons , of

Vietnam, CALC works for
just solutions of problems
that are legacies of that
war: victims of Agent
Orange; the destructi on of
Cambodia;
recognition,
reconstruction and reconciliation with Vietnam.
Responding to worsening
domestic and internat ional
problems , CALC presently
works for a 7 freeze "on
nuclear weapons , compensati on for
nuclear
radiation victims, reduct ion
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Harvard okays 25% hike

On February 17,. 1981, The Corporation approved
tuition increases averaging twenty-five percent for
the 1981-82 school year at nine of Harvard's ten
gradu ate schools. The lar gest tuition juppwill be
at the business school wtere fees will rise
nearly seventeen percent. Most of the schools
at
tributed the rise to energy costs and inflation. ; r

MATH AND SCIENCE
The developin g world holds
70 perc ent of the world' s
population , but produces
less than 15 percent of the
world' s, scientists and
engineers. Put your degree
to work as an educat or, in
Asia,;- Africa, . Latin
America , the Caribbean or
the South Pac ific. Contact
the Peace Cor ps; Interviews
. <- Roberts 7 Union, 9-4:30,
y:r
March 9. " 7

::r ' :
____ ¦ 0^

M^p^—B'
. . . ^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^

of the military budget, just
food and land policies, and
foreign
domestic
and
policies which promote
human rights.
Working for peace and
justice by translating values
into action, CALC gathers
people of all different faiths ,
the clergy ancLthe laity.
The
organizational
meetin g for a Colby
Waterville chapter . was
held last Monday evening
on campus. Ideas for grou p
working projects were
discussed. Anyone sharin g
the above concerns is invited to par ticipate. Contact Colby student Ann
inRenner for .. further
¦
. . .r. ^y;r
formation.

Bowdoin examin es budget

The Governing Boards at Bowdoin College
recently discussed a balanced bud get for 1981-82, a
propos ed tuition increase and a review of Bowdoin's
Financial Aid Policy. Treasurer of the College
Dudley Woodall stated that Bowdoin has not kept
the budget in balance and has ignored the problem
of deferred maintenance. Money, for, physical plant
and a $500,000 investment in ene ^„ivingdevices
~ ;. also translates into increased tuiti on.

The Best
Clothes
Shack
-1
in resale clothing
.. on consignment
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Free calendars

A few hundr ed mi Colby
Engagement Calendars are
ava ilable. They are free arid
can be obta ined from the
Alumni Office (Alice Trask )
on the second floor of
Eustis ,
opposite
the
Registrar 's office.

'Ener gy Meeting

Energy
action group
meeting Thurs .' 6 p.m.,
March 5, Smith Lounge
Lecture :
Barry Commoner 's energy Policy
given hy Anne Morehouse
'84.

"Solidarity " Member
to speak next week

Raffle Winner

Congratulations go out to
Polish
labor
union
Ivor Lunking. Hteu is the
"
m
e
mber
zef
"Solidarity
winner of the Winter Car- Kwaterko will speak onJ othe
nival
Weekend
raffle ,
in
"Dinner for Two at J ohn . current political situation
Mar.
6
in
Poland
,
Friday,
Martin 's:Manor " sponsored Lovejoy 215. He Twill also
by the Class of 1983.
present a lecture "Literary
and
North
Conceit Toni ght Europe
America " at 3:30 the same
Colby's Locomotion Band day. English Dept. seminar
Miller . Library.
will present their annual room ,
Jazz - Extra vaganza tonight Kwaterko is a professor at
in Wadsworth Gymnasium the University of Warsaw.
at 8:30. Admission is $1.50 Sponsored by the Foreign
Language Department.
for students.

Classif ied
OH BRUCE '
Miss your . knees7 and Kitchen
utensils MUCH. I'm yours in
defenestration until 204O. With
jam (strawb.
2 lbs.)
and
numerous salutes , Aloha.

Career Wa tch
ADVISOR +COUNSELOR.
IN
INTERNSHIP
MENTAL HEAL TH - the
Foundation
Devereaux
trainees hips for
offers
resident advisors to youth
w ith learn ing and personal
problems.
adjustment
Perfect for those interested
in social service for mental
health
fields. One-year
int ernsh ips. Find out more
in Career Plannin g.
STATE
POLICE
Students interested in law
enforcement can attend a
three day recruitment
program here in W aterville
at the Criminal J ustice
Academy. A great overview
of crim inal justice as well

as an introduction to
careers in the field. It will
be held in April. Find out
more in the Career Palnning Office. 7
GRADUATE
ASSISTANT
University of Maine

At
for

graduate students to work

for the university as
residential couselors. This

program is simlar to our
Head Residen t program ,
but on a more complex
scale. ; If you will be attending UMO and are interested , we have further
information available.
NEWS BUREAU - . Staff
writing,
with
assistant
photography, research , and
organizational skills needed
to assist in the News
Bureau and in the Office of
the Assistant
to the
Colby.
Pre sident
at
inclu de
Responsibilities
special
research ., for
coverin g,
and
projects
and
wr
iting
articles ,
responding to inquiries
concernin g sports at Colby.
Ability to use 35 mm
camera and t ypewr iter ver y
Cheerful
atdesirable.
will ingness
to
t itude ,
perform a broad range of
tasks , and sense of
responsibilit y are essent ial.
Nine-month , academic year
appointment If interested ,
contact Peter Kingsley,
News Bureau. Eustis 402.

Sf^ ^

<3N M

ACTUARIES
WITH
PRUDENTIAL - Those
interested
in
actuarial
science should look into
Prudential
Insurance 's
program.
On the . job
training . plus assistance
with actuarial exams. We
have information
about
Prudentia l,
actuarial
careers and an address to
write.

Founded in 1877, the ECHO is published weekly,
except during vacations and examina tion periods ,
by the students df Colby College. All corresponen ce
should be addresse d to Editor , Colby ECHO , Colby
College, Waterville , Me. 04901. The ECHO is
represented by the College Advertising Service and
the National Educa tional Advertising Service , Inc.
for national advertising. Entered as
second
class mail at Waterville , Me. 04901. Subscriptio ns
are available for $7.25 per year.
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RECRUITING CALENDAR:
March
2,
Monday,
Metropolitan Lif e & Central
Maine Power
March • 3,
Tuesday,
Liberty Mutual and IBM
Wednesday, March 4,
New England Telephone
Thursday, Marc h 5, New
England
Telephone,
Depositor 's
Trust
and
Learning Skills , Inc. & a
possible
Informat ion
Session at 7 p.m. for Dead
River ,
(check
Career
Planning for sure )

Friday, March 6, Dead
River Company
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W£ MAK£<WR rjnA *FtoM 5CMrC«;RI6MTHERE. OUR
FRESH 00U6H USES WHOLE WHEAT AND UNBLEACHEP
WHITE FLOURS. TOP THE WHE -0AKEO CRUST WITH AZINtf
TOMATO SAUCI, 3»1 CHEESE ANP WHATEVER MEAT OR
VEGETABLE GARNISHES YOUR TASTE BU9S CRAVE AND
YOUVE GOT A HiAU All INCREMENTS ARE NATURAL,
MEYER FROZEN AND NO PRESERVAT IVES ARE EVER
'
APt»ED. TAKE IT FROM TNE¦ FI22A
' <. ¦ • WI2ARP * IT S¦ GOOD.
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Summer opportunities offered
A good summer j ob can
help you determine what
you might like to do as a
career, will bring you excellent job experience which
will help you get a good j ob
after graduation, and in
some cases, higher starting
salaries. Keep an eye on
this weekly column, and
check out the books in the
Career Planning Library,
Roberts 252, for more information.
TEACHING IN TERNSHIP
boarding school in Ashburnham, Massachusetts.
Teach in their summer
school program, as well as
ENVIRONMENTAL
INTERN PROGRAM-in all
interest
fields,
from
forestry to journalism.
Deadline is immediate. Pick
up applications in Roberts
environment,
such
as
consumer affairs, jouragencies in areas of interest

and activities, perhaps
some coaching if you are
interested.
Room and
Board provided.
$950.00
salary. An excellent way to
gain invaluable teaching
experience. Find out how to
apply in the Career Planning Office.
PRE-LAW PROGRAMFive week program for prelaw students, or those who
think they may want a law
career at the University of
Richmond Law School. The
program allows participants
to learn about the legal
process, take law school
type courses, and observe
the legal profession in
action. Designed for juniors.
Applications available in
the Career Planning Office.
CARDIOVASCULAR CIRCULATORY RESEARCH with the American Heart
Association. Work in a
Maine research lab for ten
weeks. Salary is $1000-1200.

You must h ave an interest
in . research
and
a
familiarity with chemical,
bib-chemical
and-or
physiological principles and
techniques.
Interested
students - should contact
Career Planning as soon as
possible.
HEALTH-RELATED
POSITIONS - Physical
therapy, social services,
surgery ,
anesthesia,
dietary,
education,
microbiology,
chemistry,
medical library, nursing,
pastoral care, pharmacy
and respiratory therapy
positions.
Available in
Allentown, Pa. Twelve
Weeks. Weekly salary plus
many educational benefits.
Great experience. Find out
how to apply by stopping by
Roberts 252.
EXPEDITIONS
WITH
THE SCHOOL FOR FIELD
STUDIES- Zoology, Conservation, and Natural

Ny e on p hotograp hy

Resources
Ornithology,
Botany, ^Earth Sciences,
Marine Biology, Limnology,
and Archaeology .- Most
expeditions are three to four
weeks in length. They cover
ail geographical areas,
ranging from the Galapagos
Islands to Iceland and
Virginia. Descriptions of the
programs and how to
apply are available in the
Career Planning Office.
WASHINGTON,
D.C.Internships im congressional
offices, executive agencies,
public
interest
organizations, and j our:
nalism,
communications,
th e arts , business and labor.
The Washington Center for
Learning
Alternatives.
Summer or Fall programs.
Must apply immediately.
Get your application in
Roberts 252.

BEVERAGE BARN
I
I
SP ECIALS :

KODAK PROFESSIONAL
SUMMER EMPLOYMENT
PROGRAM - available in
science and business functions of this large industry.
Assignments are provided
on the basis of an individual's background and
work interests. They are
specifically looking for
juniors. Find out more in
the Career Planning Office.

by Karen Pfeiffer
Pulitzer-Prize-winning author Russell B. Nye, who
spoke last Thursday night on "The Camera and the
American . Culture ," proved to be a fascinating man
whose knowledge extends to innumerable areas.
The lecture, which was part of the Guy Gannett,
Lecture Series, dealt with the impact of photography on
American culture between 1839, when Daguerre
exhibited his first MDaguerrotypes"in Paris, and the
1890's. Nye called the introduction of photography "an
explosion of visual information" and "the most important invention since moveable type."
According to Nye, photography was seen as a "new
version of -visual truth." People admired the photograph
because of its intricacy of detail, its completeness, its
truthfulness, its permanence and its complete objectivity. The Romantic movement came to an end as
the technologicau>inclined 19th century became
fascinated with the camera's lack of "the human
element."
On a lighter note, Wye pointed out that with the invention of the photograph such how-familiar items as
French postcards, ID cards and souvenir snapshots
were brought into American culture. Nye's lecture
reminded us that photography, something we now take
tor granted, was truly, in 1839, "a new way of seeing."
Earlier Thursday evening, author Toni Cade Bambara
gave a fiction reading in fee Robinson Room of Milter
Library. Bambara, who is active in Atlanta civic affairs
as well as teaching and writing* read from several of
her works, including her early stories for children and
her latest novel. Much of her reading required audience
participation, both in the form . of her "call and
response" version of "Goldilocks" and as a discussion of
the still-unsolved murders and disappearances , of 18
Atlanta children. Bambara's reading was a fascinating
event, a chance to get tp know a woman who is involved
in many diff erent areas of interest, and a chance tc
become directly involved in her areas of concern.

HEAD QUARTERS
ffta k Stytot f

DISCONTINUED ITEM

ERNEST & JUL IU GALLO WINE
1.5 liter reg. $4.35 NOW $2.95
BUSCH BAR BOTTLES $7.50/case

FOR APPOINTMENTS
PHONE 873-1344

'

V^ST"
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113 MAIN STREET
WATERVILLE , ME.

We are just across fro m the Concourse.

PLUS TAX <S DEPOSIT

SCHLITZ 12oz. reg . $2.65 NOW $2.20

BERM C1DA

PIUS TAX & DEPOS/T"

KEGS DELIVERED FREE!!

FROM ONLY $279.00 plus 15% tax and service

SBL 873-6228

MARCH - APRIL Weekly Saturday Departures

PRICE INCLUDES:
• Roundtrlp jet transportation from Boston or N.Y.
• 8 days/7 nights accommodations
• Round-tri p transfers from airport
• All taxes arid gratuities (except 5.00 BDA tax)
• Full breakfast and dinner (hotel package)
• Fully-equipped kitchenettes
• College week act ivities
Plus ExoSusUe
,
• Welcome Party with Bermuda Strollers
¦' ¦ ¦
¦¦
• Free Beer and Souvenirs
-.
• Admission to Night Clubs and more

we ha ve a p ull line of beer ,
wine , soda , & Part y accessories
QPEN

SUNDAY-WEDNESDAY TIL 10
THURSDAY SATURDAY TIL 12
CORNER OF FR ONT & T EMP LE S TREET S - WA TER VILLE

WATERVILLE PIZZA HUT
\ $2
JFK
MALL
j¦ L°1°;C
K. ¦
_____ ,
5
3
5
5
S
¦
¦

2 .

There's nothing like Pan
Pizza at Pizza Hut. " It's
made fresh. With a crust
that's raised twice. Mice.
There's only one place you
can got Pan Pizza tbla good.
Your Homo Town Pissza Hut.*
restaurant. Home of Pan Pizza.
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Mail $25.00 Deposit To:

Adventures In Trav el
1200 Post Road East
Wes t por t , Conn. 06880

Act Now

or write or call for brochure and Information (203) 226-7421
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Commenta ry

'Malawi - the warm heart of Afric a '

by Lucy Nichols
"I' ve been in Malawi for 40 years and cannot say a
bad . word about it. Life is better now. The huts nave
windows and doors , The people eat better and are better
dressed, although we had a drou ght last year and a poor
maiz ( corn) crop."—French Missionar y in Malawi

Malawi , is a developing, third world , staunchly
capitalist nation roughly the size of Pennsylvania .
Average per capita income has^datib led in 10 years from
$100 per year to roughly $200, tout for most villagers , life
is no different than in their ancestors ' time.
Maiz is the staple crop and is grown by nearly every
household. Ncima, a cbrnrniea l porridge served with
fish-head relish/ or : vegetables is: eaten two or three
times per day. ; Mangoes, ;banan as,7termites , avocados
supplement the diet whWiifseiasori. 7

Fertile land and cheap labor are Malawi' s chief
resources . Cash crop s of tea , coffee and tobacco are
grown on huge estates for export. Wa ges are low. Tea
pluckers , for example , are paid 1.8 cents per kilo of
leaves picked. 7
•': $l^Sfe ^*fe| l^|pW O^E^refa^
r ?^p#»W^n7w
clothing, for schdpl fees and uaifbr^;a^ to r^^ xes. , ;
In urban areas , men hold near ly all market sector jobs.
In rural ar eas , men fish, trade at markets , farm
alongside the women or trav el to the South African
mines.
Polyga my, widespread among Christians and
Moslems alike, has its roots in economics as well. Wives
are responsible for feeding their children and husband.
Households with multiple wives can produce more ,

allow labor specializa tion and decrease risks of crop
failure .
Western technology would seem like "sci-fi" to most
Malawfans . Television, computer s, industrialmachin ery,
lawn mowers and washing machines are unheard of.
Most homes do not have electricity. A fortunate village
might have one battery -powered radio and a bicycle.
The cheapest way to fill ' in an eroding beach is
laborers hauling buckets of sand on their shoulders. The
only way to cut a lawn is with a panga , a scythe-like
tool. "Footin g" is transportatio n for the vast majority of
people . Women walking along the roa ds , barefoot anci
wrapped in colorful J ava cloth with babies astraddle
their backs and baskets per ched on their heads , is a
striking sceneior western eyes.
"H E; (the president i runs a tight ship." v 7
t v- , 7 7 ? C; "^ expatriate community

Before 1964, Mala wi was a British Colony in federation
Rhodesia . Dr. Banda , a" Unite d States trained physician,
returned home to lead the countr y to independence.
Life Presid ent Banda tolerate s no opposition.
Expatriates who criticize the government have been
"Pl'd" (Prohibited Immigrant ) or deported with in 24
hours. The foreign communit y generally confines their
comments about Banda to "H.E. runs a tight ship. "
Boftiestic opposition is imprisoned. The Daily Times has
been nicknamed the Good News Newspaper and reports
Banda 's comings and goings. Period.
7
^foyemaftent policy; is to integrate l^afa% j*ans into jobs
.fornaerly held by whites,- primarily .thje British - ancMias
:eXpfirn 4ed 7^
Agricultural Colleges, one named Colby; ia polytechnic
school and Chancellor College, a British-style university
' - •
to train the skilled manpower necessar y.
The Nkwasi also insists on a moral country. Women
may wear no pants , shorts or "abbreviated tops. " Men
may not wear hair , touching the collar or wear bell
bottom pants. Women may be arrested for showing their
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1 took special interest in
Brydon 's
Dawn
"Im pressions
of
an
visitin g
American
Moscow," for I spent the
past fall semester studyin g
State
Lenin grad
at
Universit y. Having a good
grasp of the Russian
language, I was able to
in
actively participate
everyday Soviet life, and
after four month s came
back to the West with im!>ressions somewhat different from Dawn 's.
Yes, the Soviet government boasts of zero per cent
unemployment , but it' does
not mention the sizeable
group of people -who are
denied jobs because of their
pplitioa ) standin g or ethnic
affiliation. In the Soviet
Union It is illegal to be
without work - ."Catch 22."
These "criminals '" are left
to depend upon the salaries
and connections of friends
willing to risk the government's displeasure.
The Slack" Market is
encountered in almost every
aspect of Soviet life, and
without It, as many of my
Soviet friends infoimed me.

the "real" economy would
certainly collapse. Most
goods, which would not
compile ah impressive list,
are "reasonably priced ,"
but difficult to obtain
without the proper connections. For example,
when tickets for a ballet at
the popular Kieov Opera
House hit the public ticket
booths, the salesperson will
buy ninety per cent of these
tickets.
W ith the se tick ets the
salesperson will then barter
for some "deficit" good,
which another stor ekeeper
has put aside for just such
an occasion. This process
has a domino ef fect
throu ghout the rest of the
economy. Some of the
West's everyday products
are considered an Incredib le
luxur y And are ava ilable
only on the Black Mark et:
1100-1300;
blue
jeans
Western cigaret tes $10 per
pack; foreign currency.. ,
From peasant to Leonid
Brezhnev himself (yes ,
class distinct ions still exist
in the Soviet Union), the
Soviet people are not
satisfied with the present
state , of affairs in their
country.

te£^?#^iii^fe ¦
j^
f l_mi&ti ^-wim ^
pfls^.q
-poHfo peaceful *and -friendl y nation iff ^rifrbtneo
¦
tutfi ulent , corne r of . the wprld k .. , fi 7 ,:_„>¦::. .> '&**'%$£*»*#*

"There is noth ing here in Malawi. I have to go
abroad. "—A Ma lawian Universit y Student

LIBERAL ABTS
TAUGHT YOU HOW
TO THINK. NOW

Malawi is still a British colony in many respects ;
although American presence is smalL Under secretaries
in the government and a lar ge percentage of the
University professors and staff are ex-patriates . None of

Soviet dissatisfac tion : A Lenigrad stude nt 's view
To the Edito r:

the white estate owners was displa ced ¦ after independence in an effort to keep agri cultural produ ctivityhigh. Although recently the government compelled
owners to incre ase wages from 26 cents to 50 cents per
day.
An official of Barcl ay's Bank , London , Cwho is affiliated with the Nat'l Bank of Malawi ) matter of factiy
told the director he had "better stop using the system as
his private piggy bank or else..." A statue of Queen
Victoria was iust recently removed from behind the bar v
at Zomba 's "gin and "tonic club. " Zomba was the bld^
Colonial Capital. The President imports the same
¦
¦ y^ater
Queen Elizabeth drinks.
#» " '
,
"Ex-pats " have more status , money and can ^ffora
edu
^ted
^:
;i
most of the comlprt s ot home. The few highly
Maiawiari s who have been abroad enjoy similar statu s • ]
but much lower ftages. yoinig:uniyersi^7stufents „see}50^
to emulat e the ex-pats , culture , equatin g the white ^%r ¦hff^^
¦¦:
r ^ ' " " ' :'1
style with success.
The tourist guidebook labels "Malawi - the warm heart
of Africa. " The climate is tro pical- hot , crawling with
;
critters , and full of diseases non-existent in North
hear
t*'
warm
But
ago
eradicated.
"
America or long
\
refers also to the people. Both dimensions of Mala wian

I was privile ged to speak were appalling, and I was
in private with Soviets from quite nervous when the
illness
all ranks of life, and found doctor diagnosed my
constantly
used as "Scarlet Fever. 1' When 1
they
America and the West as a arrived in the West two
standard of comparison. days later , my ailment
PRAVDA , the voice of the turned out to be "strep
Communist Part y, con- throat. "
reports
of Agreed , there have been
stantly
outrageous inflation , un- great improvements in the
checked unemployment, the Soviet Union since the
high cost of housing an d Tsarist regimes, but the
medical care in Amer ica , people are becoming better
of
Western
but does not mention the inf ormed
rising inflation , lack of lifestyles and are frustrated
housing, poor medical by the lack of progress the
facilities and corruption in Soviet regime displays.
I left for the Soviet Union
the U.S.S.R. itself.
unmost
Most of my friends , who considerin g
Amer ican
considered
themselves favora ble
lucky to l)ve in a city such critiques of the Soviet Union
as Len ingrad , live in to be Western propa ganda.
communal
apartments , After the disappearance of
where five to seven families1; some close friends ; the
share one kitchen and one knowledge that I had to
bathroom. One of my Soviet constan tly wonder whether
irofeasora has lived with the person 1 was talking
»r parents for her whole with was a true friend or a
ife due to lack of housing. KGB . " goon ," the thef t of
She is fifty-five year s old some . valua ble personal
and has a family of four.
Items at customs upon
I had the misfortune of leaving the countr y (etc.
fall ing ill , and was taken to etc.), I return to the West
a hospital by my Soviet with the sad knowled gethat
uncomplimentar y
roommate , For any type of these
illness one is taken im- reports are tru e,
mediately to the hospital. Sincerely,
The sanitar y conditions Bruce Fields

THINK ABOUT A

CAREER IN

ACCOUNTI NG.

Think about this opportunity to combine your libera l
education with a high-qualit y professional education .
Consider the benefits of a program offered by North easte rn University and designed specifically for
gra d uates w ho've never taken an accountin g course.
The accounting profession seeks individuals with the analytic and
communication skills of an arts and sciences background to keep pace
with the busines s World 's increasing complexities.
Enroll in th e Graduate School ol Pro fessional Accounting at Northeastern and ear n a master ol science degree in fifteen mont hs.
>
•
'
You 'll spend the lirst six months oft he pr ogram in the classroom,
studying the basics ol accou nting .
Then, dur ing the next three months , you 'll work as a paid intern with
a loadin g' public accounting firm, such as Arthur Andersen; Alexander
Grant ; Arthur Young; Coopers & Lybr and: Ernst & Whlnney; DeLoilte ,
Hask ins & Sells; Laventhol & Horwath; Peart Marwick Mitchell; Price
Water -house; and Touche Ross.
Dur irig ^e program 's final six months you 'll be back in the classroom
integrat ing theory and practice and prep aring for the CPA exam.

For moro Inforuotldn call 617-437-3244 or writ *:
Professor Joseph Golemme
Graduate School of Pr ofessional Accounting
Northeastern University
360 Huntington Avenuo
Boston, Massachusetts 02115
Mamo ___
,
.
Addr ess ¦
City ¦_

Stat.

CoU«0« _

ZIP Code
_»_Clais

NORTHEASTERN UNIVERSITY

From th e editor
i Inv estment re sponsibility?

Congratulations to the college committe e on
divestment responsibility and its chairman , Prof.
Tom Titenberg of the Economics Dept By your
initiative and with the support of the Board of
Trustees , Colby has divested itself of more than one
million dollars worth of stock in three companies
which do business in South Africa.
However, acting that Harvard and Tufts both
divested their Citicorp stock in early 1978, we are
led to ask "What took Colby so long?" That Colby
moves slowly is well-known. Considerin gthis usual
reluctance to act, the committee has achieved a
remarkable string of successes during this
academic year.
Another question also comes to mindV'Why keep
it a secret?" in examining the minutes of the ~
January meeting of the Board of Trustees , at which
the vote to approve divestiture of Citicorp was
taken , only vague references to the stock could be
found. The motion which was passed failed to state
the amount of Citicorp stock divested or even the
full reason lor divestiture. The minutes stated that
divesture was done f>*r " ?» varie ty of reasons including _ie high ain-ut price."
We assume the "variety of reasons" includes the
support of apartheid indicated by the granting of
loans to the South African Government by the
Citicorp bank.
Still another questien ,"Why not be consistent?"
On October 24, I960, the college committee voted to
recommend removal of two stocks, Perkin-Elmer
and John Fluke Manufacturin g Company from the college's approved purchase list because they were
considered "below the Sullivan principles. " In
November, the committee wrote , "Hearin g nothing
to the contrary we assume these stocks have been
removed. " However, in January the Board of
Trustees voted to add these two companies to the
buy list.

The pro gress made by the college toward a more
responsible investment policy should not be thwarted by secrecy and inconsistency. If the stant ,
we are taking is the one we consider to be the most
responsible possible, why are we afraid to openly
admit it and to apply it in all cases?

It's all the same to them

To Those whom it may unaware of the richly interesting
spectrum
of
Concern:
human living conditions We are a group very they have no idea of the
distressed
about
the high culture and wealth we
homogeneity
and
closed'
enjoy in the upper class, or
miridedness of much of of, for instance , the
Colby's student body. Too abysmal poverty, quaint
many people seem in- and mystical , of South
tolerant of those from American Indians.
different backgrounds - We expected Colby to be
whether other cultures or an awakenin g experience
socioeconomic classes. We shared by a divers e college
would like to see eyes, community, and hoped to
niinds, and hearts opened to become friends with those
the lifestyles and beliefs of from
of
variet y
a
each and every individual , backgrounds. Instead we
;n©matter what his , or her find many dull people with
ascribed status.
absolutely no exotic in,., Colby, as a private liberal terests. There are too few
¦
arts •¦ college admitting really
oppressed
and
prim arily.;.7upper middle poverty-striken
stud ents
class WASPS, has surprised
, and too few of us
; us with its preponderance of here
lucky enough to have seen
simple middle .class people sue!) shocking examples of
who hav *, not personally life among Ike lowly as in
,• che ^A^^'^itoy/ other ... So. Africa or elsewhere ;The
societies. 7r?qr:.,, instan ce, Koblem seems to be the
there are. people here who
class.
ring
middle
haven't ever heen abroad! Perhaps we could exclude
They have lived.their entire that class from, a jMElect ,

Thanks
To the Editor:
Now that Winter Carnival
has been completed for
another year , I would like to
thank Tom Ciota for a job
well done. Toni's committment to making Winter
Carnival a success was
responsible
for
tying
everything together into an
organized effort. Without
Toni's time and dedication ,
the whole weekend never
would have been as enjoyable.
I would also like to thank
Dale Oak and Marisa
D'Andrea for their help in
pulling off the weekend.
Dale's work on publicity
was superb and highly
appreciated.
* . The
decorations of Roberts and
other Winter Carnival sites
were Marisa's responsibilit y
and she did a great job.
IFC, Brian McPherson,
KDR , and Chi-0 also
deserve thanks for the time
and effort that they put
into the kick-off party and
the Saturday events on Frat
Row.
Susan Wolff deserves a
hand for organizing "The
Dating Game" which was
one of the hits of the
weekend.
Charlie
Higginson, Joel Cutler , and
Chris Cameron put together
the Talent Show and I
commend them for having
the patience to deal with
those aspiri ng stars.
Finally, I'd like to thank
Ride Lyons, Jane White and
Dave Rich along with the
rest of the Social Life staff
for. helping make the Bill
Chinnock
concert
a
profitable one.
To anyone I missed, I' m
sorry because every effort
was greatly appreciated.
So much time and effort
goes , into preparing a
weekend that everyone
doesn't always receive the
recognition they deserve.
To all of you I say Thanks.
Now let's start thinking
about the SPRING.
Sincerely,
Sam Weiser

Pro posed frater nity guidelines considered sexist
To the Editor:
7 "
After , readin g the article
en the newly proposed
fraternity guidelines, I am
under the impression that
implementing these rules
would
be
somewhat
discriminatory. It seems as
though a select number of
students would have additional
requirement s,
simply because of their
membership in a fraterni ty.
My primary concern is
with the rule requiring ail
fraterni ty
bouses
to
maintain an average within
.25 of the college average.
Why, then, shouldn't all the
dorms, such as Johnson and
Dana , be required to do the
same?
Granted , an acceptable
avera ge is something that
should be stressed and
encouraged, but I dop't fed
that the administr ation is
acting in the interest of all
of the students by placing
, expectations
additional
upon certain groups.
Also, the new policy
would forbid a student on
academic proba tion from
joining a fraterni ty, or from
living in a house. However,
these same atoden tl are
free to join the football
team, or any other dub on

campus.
As for not being permitted
to live in a house, I really
don't see what this will
accomplish. There are
students who do well and
there are students who do
poorly in every house, just
as there are in every dorm This seems to imply that
one
can
do
well
academically while living in
a fraternit y, and that the
burden of academic excellence lies more with the
individual than it does with
a buildin g.'

Nobody wants to be
treated as a group and I
feel that
these new
guidelines view fraternity
members as a group. Colby
College prides itself on its
supposed abilit y to deal
with individuals , but these
guidelines apply to groups
rather than single students.
It would seem as if this is
contradict ory to Colby's
ideals.
Sincerely,
Rob English
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To Ibe Editor:

After about fow hours it
was my turn to be
rationed; I was called to
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McPhea rson clarifies his postion on the proposed fraternit y guidelines
Dead Smith, President
Cotter and I met with the
17am writing to you to Committee on Student
better explain last week's Affairs of the Board of
concern ing the Trustees to submit for their
article
approval , the final copy of
Frate rnit y Guidelines.
Earl y first semester the the Guidelines, and to anadmin istration . wrote the swer any questions they had
first in a series of drafts of concern ing the Guidelines.
the Fraternit y Guide lines. The committee approved
President Cotter wanted tor ' the Guidelines and they
the
Guidelines were presented to the Board
have
finalized by the first of the of Trustees at their January
year .
meeting4
were r' The Boar d of Truste es
Various
drafts
passed between the ad- ta bled the voting on the
ministration
and
the Guidelines pending the final
fratern ities throu gh the approval of each fraterI.F.C., with each side ad- nity's respective Prudent ial
ding and deleting wha t Committee.
appeared
appropriate.
Much of the Guidelines
Several members , of the are drawn from National
I.F .C. met with Dean Smith Fratern ity Guidlines and
and President Cotter in National
Inter -Fraterni ty
earl y December when we Guidelines . A good amount
agreed upon a final dra ft.
Fratern ity
Colby's
of
To the Ed itor:

Good mornin g, Mrs. Seitzin ger!

To the Editor:

We would like to com-

pliment Dean Seitzinger on
ner ingenious method of
using the fire alarms in

7:80 a.m.
Some" morn ings, . the
alarm s go off at 1:30 or 2:00
a.m., though we feel that
this is just a bit early to get
up
for
classes.
Congratulat ions
Dean
Seitzinger , we are the firs t
dorm with a centralized
alarm clock , even thou gh
insomnia Seems to be an
increas ing pr oblem.
But - reall y,7" Dean Seitzinger , and we don't want to
sound ungra tef ul, most of us
have our own alarm clocks
which work perf ectly well.

Dana to improve attendance
at early morn ing classes.
By settin g the fire alar ms
off before classes, thereby
waking up the whole dorm ,
the students here can 't
oversleep and have their
academic careers impaired.
For the first day of finals
last semester , she had the
alarms go <off at 5:30 a.m.
to be sure that we were all
wide awake for our first
final. - And
for those
sluggards who tried to go Sincerel y,
back to sleep, the fire Al J ones, Je ff Clements ,
alarms went off at 6:30 and and Mike Gignac, DANA

Lad y MacBeth speaks

Guidelines ar e rales alread y
in practice at Colby, yet,
never fully explained in
print.
The financial aspects of
the
Guidelines
are
specifically stated to be
"per
the
original
agreements " between the
respective houses and me
College.
Each fratern ity has been
sent two copies of the

To the Editor:

At the ta il end of her
review of the Performing

Arts produ ction of Macbeth
2-20-81) Karen
(ECHO
Pfeiffer spoke glowingly yet
briefl y, like some innocuous
firefly, of "timeless lines"
in Shakesp eare. Problem is,
it seems the issue of
Shakespeare 's genius has
become so moot to Pfeiffer
she no longer feels compelled to quote him. Very
badly done.
Being rhet orical about
common knowledge is me
thing, nut mak ing literar y
statements without substant iating them is another.
If you say Macbeth or
anything is full of timeless
lines , you better be read y to
explain yourse lf.
. That P fief fer never got
around to elucidatin g on the
"new benefits" created by
the Colby produc tion also

Sclent.' ^ryr.;y:c . r
in . artisti c criticism,
however, we 7i»ust ask'
ourselves whether we want
optimun ^Sr whether tffi
offends our tolerance for
interpretive - license. - I
recognite that the natwre of

iiP
^^
$eh ^ I^'^iK

Prudential

Com-

upon.

Sincerely,
Brian McPherson
Pres ident , Inter-Fraternity

talent" to prop up the
spindly legs it stands on, as
if it were some flea-bitten
old anachron ism that , once
you've stum bled across it in
the barn , shows it needs hot
foots just to get it moving.
If Pfeiffer really wanted to
talk about t he new benefits
that can be derived from
Shakes peare , better she
talked about Peter Seller's
recent production of King
Lear.
Given the chance, Pfeiffer
reall y doesn't feel so condescending
towards
Shakes peare 's Macbeth. As
I hope she doesn't , she'll be
prudent not to provoke the
impress ion with such sloppy
writing.
, Sincerely,
Adam Bolonsky
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their

mittees , or their criticisms
of the Guidelines so that a
final dra f t can be agreed

mean? That Macbeth is
some old and saggy thing?
I can 't respect a review
which, aside from being
laughabl y
inconsistent
(lines are first called
timeless, then it's implied
the play is dated ), conta ins
little respect for its subject
I wasn't misreading Pfeiffer,
was I , when I assumed by
"timeless lines" she meant
there are the makings of a
classic buried somewhere in
Macbeth , maybe r ight
alongside those " t imeless
lines?"
If so, what a wonderf ul
thing to be told by a fellow
Although
undergraduate.
Macbeth may be a four
hundred year old play, it's
hardl y a dated , worn-out
warn orse which needs
"dedication
and
fresh

_

with small farmers
thy
.macc^^
peopleseeking,
and
business
-Merp teWlon&
, ^ :
simply
performance.
Yet
• formance; 7'7 '^|»i^!!^r »uch7 becau ,) the reviewer and 1 .to obtain credit Set up
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made her review hopelessly
facile, her compliments
cheap. Without taking the
risk of explaining those new
benefits, Pfeiffer acted like
the kid who Sticks her head
out of the window of a car
parke d on a deserted street
She expects you to be impressed.
You're
not,
because there 's no r isk
involved: the car 's not
moving : nothing's going to
knock the kid's head off. In
Pfeiffer's case, the only risk
in
making
empty
statemen ts about new
benefits is that oi being
chided in a letter to the
editor .
What 's most killing about
Pfieffer's rev iew, however,
was her comment tha t the
product ion was good, or
enjoyable , or something,
"even for a play that was
written over four hundred
year s ago." Now what the
bell is that supposed to

HUNDRED
PEOPLE
THINK I HAVE A PERVERSE MINDU!"
*0 /
"Bachelor number thr ee:
I have always considered ^
What song would best myself an exemplar of
describe our relationsh ip on chasti ty and restra int, if not
the first date ?" Then she completely by personal
gave a list of choices which choice. I don't adm it to
had clear implications: even thinking those thing s,
songs like "Love Stinks ," let alone saying than in
"The Impossible Dream ," public. Perhaps the radio
"Love Story," and "Turning station should give little
Ja panese."
explanatory notes about
Now I
had
heard each song before they play n ¦¦"
.
something of "Turnin g it Wen, if ignorance is nineJa panese , " and I assumed tenths of Qie law, at least I
it meant no touching, no don't have to worry about
kissing, no nothing ; in being courted. Take my
short , total abstention. I advice. Listen to the
thought the mild satire gra pevine and beware of
would be worth a laugh. It James Cotton tickets.
was. Four hundred people
burst
into
convulsive Sincerely ,
laughter. The place went Charles W. Tenny
berserk.
I said to myself: "Gee , I
VISTAmust have had good
delivery on that one." After
"
'7
Business
the show an acquaintance
Communi ty Development.
(formerly friend ) told me
Consumer Affairs
that "Turning Japanese "
'Edu cation
had very strong sexual
'Economic Development
connotations. I felt my
Health
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intestine strangulate my
Home Economics-N utrition ¦ ' Laa-' • • 7r\ v -?4
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will be satisfied by the
interpretation best suited to
his own demands. So be it;
we are entitled " to our
preferences. 'However, . we
ought not allow our
preferences to obscure our
perception of validity. I fear
that the tendency to compare two actors playing the
same role has closed our
minds to the credibility of
one inter pretation in the
face of the other most
personallypleasing.
, I regret appearing so
ungracious for, as a performer, I have been most
fortunate
to have u I
ttrrfewer be both Mrcepiive Work

audience
the individual
,/
members
as
each
member
, desirable

with

Guidelines
and
communicate their questions
and remarks throug h their
President
and
I.F.C.
representative to the I.F.C.
We will be meeting with
Dean Smith in the near
future for one final dra f ting
of . the Guidelines before

Trustees will be voting on
the Guidelines at their Apr il
meeting.
It is the responsib ility of
each fraterni ty to communicate
with
their
Prudential Committee for
their approval and any

But I was speaking of
ignorance . The bachelorette
asked me a question:

unequivoca lly.
alternati ve. The Ivory soapsuds did indeed wash more
dishes. Because.one would
rather not spend exorbitant
time contemp latin g dishwashing detergents , this
kind ' of
comparative
analysis, which delineates
the premi er choice, is most
:

provided

in

responsibili ty of each house time we hope to have the

and its members to read the approval of each house and

$ Ignorance conti nued

trast. Nonetheless, I would
point out that the intention
of double-casting is not. for
two actors at two points of
origin to reach one single
destination , the victor being
he who most nearly hits the
mark. Rather , the intention
was from two origins to
arrive at two distinct interpretations.
Doubtless
this
will

preferences

suggestions they have for their approval by the Board
the Guidelines. It is the of Trustees in April. At this

Except iontaken to MacBe th Review

To the Editor:
• This letter is in response
to the Februar y 20 Macbeth
conreview ,, ^which ,
cerned the double-casting of
John Foster and Doug
Mears as Macbeth and
Ditcha y Roxas and myself
as Lady Macbeth.
From •: my . earliest
television recollection, my
expectation of comparative
anal ysis has been to be

engender

current
dra ft
Each
member cf the respective
Prudential
Committees
has been sent a copy,
as well. The Board of
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Arts

Wide var iety of ta lent

Arts festival opens

by Karen Wexler
On the ^opening night of the Student Arts Festival ,
visitors strolled through Jette Gallery sipping nectar
and nibblin g on authe ntic Greek delicacies such as
stuffed grip e leaves and kibbes. If you could hot detect
from the food that "the theme of the festival was Greek
you could certa inly do so by the art majors in costumes

,;7.':'7

"A John J ackson's sculpture

Kat e Moore and Sarah Swager Festival organizers and
'Mixed Media Finger Flowers. '
of white tunics and tee shirts with Grecian urns on mem the piano and a special combination of -piano " and
who glided in and out of the crowd. They were happy to - electric guitar by Ives and Danny Schidtz. The musical
see the enthusia stic turnout of over 206 people including ':'j performance climaxed in the enthusias tic response from
many. naa-maj prs.and people from outside: of. Colby^-^ the audiencewhen the band got under way. !"- : - t
well. Over ten kinds of media were displayed frang irigv
All in all opening night at Bixler displayed me artistic
from wood, and wire sculpture to ink, to weaving, to
and musical talent of Colby!s students to the hilt. If you
photography. Pam Ellis' watercolors depicted conhave not seen the art exhibit it is definitely ^orth a
vincing and beautiful scenes of barren Maine landscap es
~
stroll over to Bixler to see a representation of Colby
in the Barn Group, Hilltop Group and Stillwater.
talent. The show will remain on exhibit until March 23.
Such works as Robin King 's Desert Carav an , Anne
Baxter 's Lumber Crayon (in which she used natu ral
materials such as leaves and berries in a collage ?6rt
charcoal ) , Peter Bayes' Ink Wash of skeletal heads, arid
Kate Moore 's and Sarah Swager 's Mixed Media Finger
Flowers deserve mention for their use of ^unique 7ahdv 7
imaginative skill. Unfortunately all of the ^orfcss ^^ *^
exhibit cannot be reviewed and these are only a\ fe# ipf 7 '
the works thM-displayed a special k)nd M Mlent j^f^?C?i5l
Following the exhibition the viewers wandered into 7
Given Auditorium where there was a wide rang e of
musical entertainment provided by the Colbyettes , the
Colby Eight , the Fractions and the Generic Band. The
Colbyette s and the Colby Eight joined forces in7 a 7
rousing performance of "Summer Loving " froiri7 the:: r '
. ,,. rrM> - i^&
^ugieaJLf^
W^
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Cre ative costume contest

In Costume: Don Gallo, Dauna Eastman , Ross Brenner
and Debbie Holmes, (clockwise)

To add tp the Winter Carnival activities , for all who
wanted to come out and don their wildest or most
imaginative pieces of clothin g, Toni Ciota and the rest of
the Winter Carnival Committee planned a costume
part y in Robert' s Union Loft. The atmos phere was
congenial as people talked and sipped and danced.
"It was good, it was pretty loose, " said Mary Jane
Bates, '82, a winner in the contest for best costume. She
seemed to have had fun at the party, dressed as a
"Gaza Woman " with a peasant dress, turban and dark
glasses. Smiling over her second place title, she showed
me the necklace that they presented to her and said that
it was nice. She told me that near the end everyone was
dancing around to the tunes (provided by the committee ) and having fun.
According to Toni Ciota , chairperson , Winter Carnival
Committee , it was their intent to offer many activities
on the last eve of Winter Carnival weekend. The par ty
was scheduled from nine to one in the evening, runn ing
concurrently with the Dating Game , and two fraternity

theme parties.
As Ms. Ciota points out , as long as there was
something for everyone to enjoy she feels the weekend
was a success. To be sure , many people were observed
at each of the events, an indication that she was indeed
' correct.
Donna Curran looked very flashy in her sequin dress
of black and white checks. She was also in char ge of the
party. Sean Duffy, a sophomore , kept on his costume
which I understand was worn in the talent show earlier
that evening. He came as a pig from the fictitious
fraternity PU , Pi Upsilon. I noticed a lot of people in
western garb , probably on their way to Lambda Chi' s
soiree entitled True Grit. There were gangsters , and old
ladies, '50' s afficianados , and people in formaPwe ar.
Helen Dooley, '82, and Skip Neville, '81, came in first
and third respectively . Skip came as a director. The
winning costume was made out of newspaper and other
things. Ms. Dooley, surprised by her twenty-five dollar
prize, said she was a Tahitian Hula dance r.
•
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The PEACE CORPS will
give you the skills and the
opportunity to do something
about
malnutr ition ,
inadequate
housing,
Illiterac y ,
archaic
agricultural methods , and
ill health in areas all over
the developing world. Ge
your career off to a grea
start as a PEACE CORPS
Interviews volunteer.
Roberts Union, [ v 9-4:30,
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Lack of talent show?

by Sherrie Heard
The campus was alive
this weekend with the
events of Winter Carnival.

The "Colby Talent Show,"
or lack thereof , was one of
the activities held on
Saturday evening. The show
was a great success with a
turnout of many creative
and talented students. The
show hosts Chris Cameron,
Charlie Higginson, and Joel
Cutler, dressed in black suit
jackets, bow ties, white
sneakers, and
shorts,
painters' caps, contributed
greatly to the effect/of the
show. First' prize, $100 went
to Gary Smith and his group
"Fractions":. consisting of
musicians, Maggie Holden,
Paul Gibson and Joe
Kelliher.
Highlights of the talent
show included "A Colby
Story" with a guitar back
up. The story told of the
narrator 's adventures at
Colby including an encounter with Colby food in
which he discovered "a rat

toenail in' his burger" The
Nowtones consisted of a
fully
outfitted singing
group
coEnplete with
genuine
hockey
stick
guitars. Nora Putnam and
Pam Ellis expressed their
talent /in a dance number
entitled "The Jazz Dancers." The Gang of Snatch
missed catching the pennies
off their elbows altogether
too often, but their leader
looked like he was having a
good' time directing the
gangs' actions with his
spoon. Tony Bolton and
company gave a very imr
pressive performance of
"Peaceful Easy Feeling"
and another sentimental
song. "Casey at -the Bat"
did everything his narrator
commanded ' including
sneering and saving the
umpire from the crowd.
Craig Bystrynski and his
"Pig Fraternity " provoked
many laughs. The Blues'
presentation was enhanced
with skillful playing of the
harmonica by Mike Marlitt
and two guitarists who went
on to play an instrumental
entitled "Water."
Thanks to all who participated in the ' show and
made Winter Carnival so
exciting.

New Aesthe tic
by Martha Wiedersneim
In the past week, "during
my various expeditions, I
asked some people the
question, "What is art?"
Responses were varied,
reflectingno tangible trends
or general consensus in the
thinking of the person on
the street.
"What is art?" I asked
them and they told me that
art is expressive. It is
created. Art is a change
that the artist has captured.

It's a visual mode of
communication
through
which one can express
feelings, ideas, etc. Art is
science that has not been
quantified. Art is beauty. It
is that which is found in a
museum. Art is a synopsis
of life. Art is anything you
want it to be. I like to think
of art as a series of "v 's"
that would fill up the entire
page or three stereos each
playing Elvis Costello at a

different speed.
There are many questions
about art and few concrete
answers due to the subjective nature of anything
as subjective as art-that is
why it is fun to write this
column. I throw out the
questions that are thrown at
me. There's action here. An
intrigue, too. Let's keep art
up in the air-at least for
now. Without definition
anything is possible.
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Pre ' Sp rin g Sale
Saturday is the last day
of the sale so don 't miss it!

CASCADEWOOLEN
MILL

Museum
by Sonia Kaloosdian
With the opening of the Student Art Show at the Colby '
Museum of Art on Feb. 20, one might be curious about
the permanent collection and its storage. Periodically,
aspects of Colby's museum such as these will be
discussed in this column.
As most art advocates are aware, t he museum own s
a collection including paintings, ceramics, sculpture,
prints and drawings. Although basically American., also
represented are European, Oriental, Greek and other
cultures. When the museum is involved in shows,
logically more of the permanent collection is stored.
Otherwise, the spacious galleries are redesigned about
every twomonths.
The Colby 'Art Museum director, Hugh Gourley III, a
personable and resourceful gentleman , tends . Jo.
correlate components of tho exhibition rooms with the
specific areas studied hy art history classes. In this way
the collections are utilized to their maximum. One art
instructor with a strong background in Oriental art had
students learning from pieces displayed In. the galleries.
In 1959 when the original Bixler art and music
building , was opened, it contained only one wing for the
art collection. With the new building in 1973, exhibition
space was tripled,
The building planners had the foresight to equip the
museum with climate control , Since the control is set
similarly in both storage and exhibition rooms, the
collections do not have to undergo a change in humidity.
The storage rooms are as awesome as the exhibition
rooms, The many paintings arid drawings are hung on
fence-like racks and are grouped by the medium used,
A room of ceramics, -sculpture and other threedimensional nieces reminds one of an antique shop.
After a substantial amount of planning, rearranging,
and organizing the Student Art Show is ready to be
viewed. Anyone interested in art should drop over for it
is both inspiring and impressive. It will be open through
March 23.
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Steak House
FINEST SEAFOOD
NORTH OF BOSTON
Full line of
Seafood and Steak
7--11
BREAKFAST
LUNCH 11--4
DINNER 4-closin g
UPPER COLLEGE AVENUE BETWEEN WATERVILLE AND
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Rolling with the changes
by Don McMillan
Young and patient. This
pair
of words amply
describes Colby 's '80- '81
Women 's Basketball team.
They have a mighty tough
act to follow (a 15-6, state
semi-finalist '79-'80 squad ) ,
and injuries , illness, tough
scheduling, walk-outs and
general bad luck has forced
Coach Gene DeLorenzo to
relv primaril y on freshmen ,
especially 6'4" Kaye Cross ,
to lead the team against
older and larger teams .
Not larger in size, but in
numbers.
The
Mules
present roster consists of
seven players , including one
junior , Captain Sue Kallio ,
and no seniors. Although
the team still has one game
and a tournament left on
the schedule , many are
looking toward next year ,
when the frosh , who have
been through a mentally
and physically endurin g
season , will have a year of
college level exper ience
under their belts. And if the
recruits are anything like
th is year 's, they should
contr ibute quite a bit.
But this year 's 5-14 record
can hardl y be considere d
"bad" . On " the contrar y,
DeLor enzo feels th e women
have done an excellent job

at
handling
all
the
misfortunes ,
and
have
played some pretty good
basketball as well.
"Too many people just
look at our won-Iost record
and judge us by that alone ,"
comments the Colby coach,
now in his fifth year at the
helm. "Pm very proud of
this year 's team , especially
Sue Kallio .
They're an
extremely dedicated group. "
Last weekend saw the
club win in bizarre fashion
on Friday night and lose
convincingly
Saturday
night. On Friday the 20th
Husson college entered the
Wadsworth Gym with a
handsome 9-3 record but left
with a painful two point
defeat , thanks to a Kaye
Cross basket at the buzzer
and some rare good luck.
The game was close all
along, with Colby owning
the biggest lead at 26-20
The Mules were up 32-30 at
halftime , but after a few
lead exchanges, H usson
scored six points in a row to
go up 56-53 near the end of
the game . But the Mules
fought back to tie it up at
58.
Then the good fortune
arrived. With just two ticks
remaining on the clock,
H usson ha d the ball to be
inbounded. When the ref

gave the Husson player the
ok to toss the ball in play,
the Husson player took a
couple of steps and was
called for traveling. Sandy
Winship got a chance to
inbound for Colby as a
result. She kept her feet
still and passed to Cross
who spun around and put up
an 18-footer.
The ball
swished through the hoop as
the buzzer sounded , and
Cross , along with picking up
her 13th and 14th points of
the evening, had given
Colby a dramatic €0-58
home court victory.
Outside
of
Cross ,
DeLorenzo was impressed
with the play of Kallio , who
went six-for-six from the
line, including two crucial
ones in the final two
minutes , and had 14 total
points.
She also played
outstanding
defensive
basketball. Kim Konieczny
was the Mules top scorer
with 16.
Team-wise,
DeLorenzo was impressed
by Colby season low 14
turnovers and season high
15 assists.
Saturday
night
in
Brunswick was a different
story, however . Wi th their
thrashing of the Mules 64-45,
Bowdoin won the season
CBB crown with a 4-0 mark ,
rose to 13-3 overall , and had

all 11 of their pjayers score.
DeLoren zo felt that a
major key to the opponents '
superioritv. beside the two
and - exgivens-de pth
perience , was the Polar
Bears abilit y to take advantage of the 30i second
shot clock. They did this by
pressing Colby while they
were trying to break out of
the backcourt. By slowing
them down, Bowdoin forced
the Colby shooters to rush
and often take low percentage shots.
Cross led all score rs with
15 points ,, while Sandy
Winship threw in an even
dozen. Debbie Sparro w was
tops for the balanced Polar
Bear attack with 14. Colby
is now 2-2 in CBB combeaten
petition , having
"
having
lost
and
twice
Bates
twice to Bowdoin.
U. Maine at Orono , to be
played, at home this ctmirig
Monday, is the final regular
season game of the year for
the girls. Orono has an
excellent club, and it will
take quite a bit for Colby to
beat them.
This year 's
state tourney is scheduled
for March 5 in Gorham ,
where the top eight Maine
teams will battle it off.
The M ules can do well ,
but the y do not enter the
tourn ament as one of the

Photo by Dan Gallo

Gotcha covered

. .Sophomore Debby Cald well looks for a teammate in a
game against Husson last»week.
favorites , as they did last matur ity in the face of
year.
Win or lose, the misfortune , and DeL or enzo
team , led by Kallio's spirit , is very proud of them , it
has
di spla yed
athlet ic has not been an easy year.

Lowell on Sunday
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Mules and p lay of f sg o war back
by Steven Nicholas

The men's varsi ty hockey team has qualified for the
ECAC Division II East playoff tournam ent for the
second consecutive year with a 13-8 record . The Mules
had been ranked fifth by the Boston Globe last week, but
an unexpected loss to Babson in the season's finale, and
a consideration of other factors by ECAC officials (e.g.
the Mules are 1-9 in games against the seven top
teams ), drop ped them to eighth place in the final official
poll. At any rate , the Mules are in...
Colby hockey is no stranger to this tou rnament. In
fact, in the mid to late 1960's, when the tourney was just
getting underway , the Mules were a semi-dynas ty.
In 1966, under the direction of current UNH coach
Charlie Holt , Colby, ranked second, edged past thirdranked UNH 2-1. They then went on to shutout
Merrimack 5-0 for the championship. At that time, and
up until 1972, only the top four Division II teams were
chosen for the nlavoffs.
After '66, the Mules continued as a powerful force in
the Division, but.couldn't make it past the semi-finals.
In 1967 the Mules, again ranked second, lost to thirdranked Middlebury 4-3 in the semis.
In '68 second-ranked Colby again lost in the semifinals, this time to number three. Hamilton , 6*3. And in
'69, it was second-ranked AIC that eliminated the thirdranked Mules, 10-3.
During those earl y power house years , the Mules
earned ECAC playoff records that still stand today.
Former goaltcndcr Lcc Potter is tied with three other
goalies for most playoff shuto uts with one. He shutout
Merrimack in the '66 finals. In the same year , Colby
forward Dick Lemieux was tho leading scorer in the
playoffs with four point s (one goal, three assists).
The Mules also hold a few team records as a result of
the "golden years: " fewest goals scored by a championship team in the playoffs (seven in 1966) ; fewest
goals scored against a championship team in the
playoffs (ono in 1966); and lowest scoring playoff game

(2-1 over UNH in 1966).
After '69, the Mules left the playoff scene in what
stretched into . a frustrating nine-year drought.
Returning to post-season play in 1978 the Mules agairf
came away empty - handed , dropping a 7-4 decision to
top-ranked Bowdoin. Colby was ranked eighth.
Last year it was Bowdoin again that slashed Colby's
playoff tires , 5-2; The Polar Bears wer e ran ked second,

the Mules seventh.
This year , the eighth-ranked Mules had the grave

misfortune of drawing powerf ul, top-seeded Lowell in
the first round. It will be difficult to end their playoff
jinx this time around.
"It' s hard to figure it out ," said Coach Michey Goulet
in reference to Colby's drastic dro p from fifth to eighth
in the standings last week. "It seems a little inconsistent , and I' ve gotten several calls from people
who just couldn't believe it."
Nevertheless the axe has fallen , and the Mules will
journey to Tully Forum in Biller ica , Mass. on Sunday to
battle Lowell in the quarterfinals.
The Chiefs , per
usual , are exceptionally strong. Their offensive attack
is well-balanced and produc tive , and their defensive
corps is stingy. Sporting an impressive 22-5 record and
an eleven-game winning stre ak going into Sunday 's
game, Larry Riley's squad is again shooting for the
ECAC championship and a nationa l tournament berth .
"It doesn 't bother me," insists Goulet. *'We played
poorly again st them in the regular season ( a 6-3 defeat )
and we 'd like another chance to see wha t we can do."
Indeed the Mules had trouble winning the big games
this season , losing to Merrimack , Salem State , Holy
Cross , Lowell , and Bowdoin (three times). But Goulet
cites the Maine game near mid-season as proof of what
the Mules can do. - They lost that one to the then
nationally-ranked Black Bears , 5-4 in double overtime,
"We respect them , because they 're a very good
hockey team ," added Goulet. "But we're confiden t, If
we play our game, I see no reaso n why we can't ¦'peat
. ¦ ' .;
thorn. '

Mules have shot
at CBB crown

Women must win
Last Wednesday at Snively Arena in Durham , N.H.,

the women's hockey team had a chance to beat what is

unquestion ably the best college team in women's
hockey, the UNH Wildcats , whose three-year unbeaten
streak now stands at 68-0-1.
All Colby had to do was concentrate , not be intimidated, and skate the ir hardest Instead , the Mules
were M imidated, outska ted, and outclassed as the
opportunity went by the boards in a 7-2 defeat.
The Wildcats came out flying in the first period and
took a 3-1 lead. Karen Cowles scored for the Mules with
the assist going to Theresa Lynch. The Mules were
totally ineffec tive in their own zone, enabling UNH to
set up several : great
scoring . opportuni ties.
period
saw
more
second
The
of the same as UNH was .
in complete control. Co-captain Sara Bunnell flicked
Alicia Ciirtih' s rebound over the New Ham pshire goalie
to make it 4-2. The Wildcats then added three more
goals, two coming in the final period, for the 7-2 win.
Now for the good news.
The Mules have a fairly decent chance of being among
the four teams out of about thirty that are selected to
participate in the post-season EAIAW tournament
March 6-7. Colby's record now stands at 10-4-1, with two
games remaining, at Bowdoin and at Prov idence
College. Colby destroyed Bowdoin earlier this season, 90, but has yet to face PC.
The situation is this: 1) Providence is second only to
UNH; 2)they have lost only to UNH and to third-ranked
Northeastern; 3) Colby has tied Northeastern and lost
only to UNH, Northeastern , and Boston College; 4)UNH,
PC, and Northeastern are virtually assured of a playoff
berth and the fourth entr y is far from being determined ;
5) in the remaining games to be played in the EAIAW,
none of the teams in contention with Colby are playing
the top three. Therefore , a win over Prov idence shoul d
assure the Mulesfourth place.
The season has overall been a ver y good one for the
Mules but their key problem has been a failure to
maintain intensi ty, not only from game to game , but
from period to period. Hopefully, Colby will be able to
put it all together Saturda y, and* concentration will be
the key.

by Steven Nicholas

Nothing much was expected of the men's vars ity
basketball team at the start
of this 1980-81 campaign.
After all, the Mules lacked
height . They lacked muscle.
They lacked exper ience.
But aft er 22 games, it's
obvious- what they didn 't
lack. They didn't lack
determinat ion, heart , and
the abil ity to work hard
towards a goal.
Two wins last week over
That win put th e Mules in
Brandeis and Tufts- two the running for the CBB
wins that coach Dick
.
The remain ing
Whitmore called " the best crown
games
are
aga inst Bates
in a long time for Colby (tonight in Lewiston
basketball "- upped the Bowdoin (at home) and
on
Mules to 11-11 on the year, Saturday ).
and left them with a decent
Both teams shoot well,"
shot at the CBB Conference as"sessed
Whitmore. "We 'll
Championship.
have to play a precise game
"N oone expected us to be on bom nights. "
in this position," remarke d
Whitmore . "It' s a cred it to
th e hard work we've done in
If Colby wins both games,
playing what has been a they take the title. If they
very difficult schedule. "
lose t o Bates but defea t
Last Friday the Mules, Bowdoin, it's a three-wa y
following an impressive 83- tie. Either way, it' s more
66 win over Brandeis on
than anyone expected.

Men finish 9th
at New Englands
by Katie Leighton

time of 1:07:10, (this is
equal to a 139.9600), Smith
The Men's Division IF! has qualified for the New
; New England Track Meet Englands this Saturday with
was marked by person s! bis.Ume;
' bests from many members
teammate Kelly Dodge
¦
df tlie track 'team , but the who will also run this
"star of the day," according weekend /placed 4th in the
to Coach Ji m Wescott, was 150 meters with , a time of
\ juni or high jumper Brian 3:56.05,(this is equal to a
RusseU. In his first indoor 4:15 mile.)
' ' season of track Russell 7 The ' distance medley
7- •; • jumped . ' •'• 6*7", ' . ..7 a " • *;:per- ., relay placed 4th overall and
< sonal best, to place 1st in ' 2 trtein had personal bests
last Saturday 's meet. This in their splits. Bill McCutly
, jump cnwimes liim for this «. r^n a 2:00 '^ .mile, a perweekend's All Division New sonal best, Chris Smith ran
• ,. England
meet.
a :52 V4 mile, Greg Hahcox
;
r - ¦'', > 7'Vy. '^ ° ' ; .' :v<: .i7 . . •...;.. ¦¦" ..7.7"" - ' ran ¦• 3:15 % mile, a per.*
;.^7>cj»iat Jl l0^L ^^ kisonol
best ', and Duncan
^
Whitney ran a 2;28 mile.
V of jumping as high as 8*9*' >7 Todd Coffin ran the mile
'(¦•'¦'Jtt >;ihe :«^;in ^:»sviie.|^, titce although he didn 't
;¦
! ¦ A¦ ¦ ; <^o quite cIom in pra ctice place%0tl because of/a sore
^ y' - ': :¦¦¦: ¦
throat which had been
A m Vm ^PM.
Jim
plaguing him all week, Also
QlGfMyMcI t^
'
competing but not placing

y p k^ 'mwrv
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:r *itaty #m4 ^
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:; A;^ynit^^ m^ : P" ^ Cronln in tlie trip le jump
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upset Tufts in
Bob
. 87-86.
Reynolds sunk a Tom Zito
r ebound with six seconds
lef t in overtime to give the
Mules their eleventh victor y ^
Paul Belanger led all
scorers with 26 points,
followed by Zito with 23,
Patience with 16, Storey
with eight, Reynolds with
Fusco and
six, and
Pomeroy with four each.

Tuesday,

overtime,

Photoby AndyBrown

Fa ceoif
Senior assistant captain Pat Murp hy battles for a
faceoff agai nst Babson last week. That' s goalie Paul
Maier in the foreground.

Christ y Brinkle y's bikini and smile:
As American as apple pie, and sexism
The letters it provokes are actual ly my favorite part
It happens every year , exactly two weeks after the
Superbowl. Like birthdays , holidays, and New Year 's of the annual bathin g suit issue, and I suspect the same
Eve , it ha ppens only once a year. And some people look is true for many other faithful SI readers. On just one
forward to it like they look forward to birthdays , and a half pages, the magazine presents opposin g
holidays , and New Year 's Eve. And they expect it too- viewpoints on what is rea lly one of the major issues in
like they expect gifts on birthdays , rest on holidays, and today 's society. And this kind of public debate is rare.
total oblivion on New Year's Eve. Every year, in th e
The fact is that tlie bathin gsuit issue is sexist It does
dead of winter , lovely Christie Brinkley reemerges on exploit the female body, and perhaps it is unfit to be put
the coyer of Sports Illustrated , posing on some exotic in school libraries and dental antechambers. But the
tropical beach , clad in an almost non-existent bikini and fact also is that the bathin g suit issue will appear on
an equally - provocative smile.
newsstands two weeks after next year's Superbowl , and
And every year , just as religiously, the magazine is the ono after that too. The letters , both appreciat ive
. inundated with letters from : 1) appreciative readers end denunciatory, will continue to pour in, but that
who offer praise for a fine display of human beauty and controversial feature will always return asx scheduled.
¦ ' 'r> ^- photographic expertise , and 2) disgruntled readers who ¦Forever. '
—7
denounce the proliferation of such sexist, male '¦ -Those condemning letters are obviously futile. Sports
chauvinistic, semi-pornographic filth. It's like some Illustrated will continu e to print them because they
kind , of longstanding ritual; the infamous bathing suit . express the "other side," and becaus e they are inIssue hits the newsstands, and the letters pour into SI terestin g. In fact, many readers interpret them as mere
' editorial offices. It' s ridiculously predicta ble. v--\*
jokes, ,and their writers as pratlish squares. The apFor instance, there 's always the letter fr»w jlhe. ' ^•^aUve letters ^;^
enraged overpr otect ivemother , who gave a subscription nice, cutesie expressions of widesprea d.qnn$(isfi), so
to her innocent son onf,his fifteenth birthda y and was 4 those who threaten to cancel their subscriptions, and
shocked by "the filth" He was exposed to. AnoXthere's even those who dty db so ib wain *they are frustrated
the lette r from the riled school principal who decides fists (or heads) pounding.on tlie inside walls of sound- ]
that the una gazinein "no longer fit" to be put on reserv e ^proof social rooms. ..^. . ^^ hr ^f ^.1;-. "'¦ ¦'¦$' ¦ '
• ..¦,»¦< ..: -.1
Immor
tal
ivAnd
l
tliink
the
value
of
this
therefore,
in the school llbrory. There's the letter from the
disgruntled dentist who likewise finds the photo layout bathing suit issue should bo reviewed. The value of this
too risque to be put on his waiting room ta bles. And, of particular issue of Spor t»lllusu-ated, to me at least, is
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not that it providesjoroe men with "a cheap thrill" »nd
^ouns
e^^
- candetnns
the lissuo, as- "diBgustlng, despicable,, v 0 lc$s expensive alternativ et»*Wyboy. ,Nor is It thAt it
diabolical, demonaic pornography - to say ths least." . serves as a 8capegoat7fsr the multitude of media
isinglyviiiony of tltt letters are from women, manifestations 0/ modern sexlsnv But rath er, it is that
' Not ttu Tir
;this7 magazine irate , albeit inadvertently and even
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7,

and the high jump(4'i0").
Jones' points came when
As part of,; what, Coach she, placed 2nd in the 55
Richard Bell called "ah .meter hurdles(8.7), 3rd in
excellent team effort" the both the 55 meter dash(7.3)
women's 4x220 7relay set a and the 220(27.4) and fourth
new school record with a " in the shot put(37W').
Other
notable
pertime of l:48:2u. 7 The ra.ce
which took place during last formances came from Libby
Friday night's 7MAIAW ,Wheatley(2:l3:9)
and
meet was run by Tariuny Eleanor Campbeli(2:25:5)
arid 5th
Jones, Hilary l^r&ba/Chris { who placedin 4th
Cheney, and Liz;MUrphy.7 7 i^spectfully the 880. Both
This time ha^o^alifled ¦^bhien7777'toge^ier:.,''7 .7y/ith
for the New Eng^np^riext Roberta Bloom and Debbie
Saturday . '-.at ' ; yB(Jston Scarilon placed 3rd in the 2
University and Coach Bell mile relay with a time of
feels that the relay team 10:05:0. Bloom came in 6th
has good chance of placing in the.mile, race with a time
in tne top 6 teams in that of 5:37:40 , while Ginny Low
placed 5th in the 2 mile,
meet.
The 4x440 relay team also finishing at 12:02:9.
set a new school record, and
one -which is7 -6 seconds
In the Sprints, Joyce
faster than the previous Hartwig placed 5th in the
record, with the time of 55-meter low hurdles with a
4:09:90. This time qualified time of 9.3, and Francisran
the 4 ;_ !v^pmerii^ Murohy, tpfe'JS-meter ;dash 7 in 77,6,
Cheney, ibhe^/^aM^ReJse sworidsV giving heir 6tfi
Francis 7 for theHiiiJ^ glace*-:'¦ ¦.;¦. 7- -^ s^:- ¦ ,.' - ,;
^^
England 7ah^l^|Ea|^|i
h7 - all 7 tliese; per' track meets77^ .- 'rry' ^i #$ffie
formances were " added
Individually Murphy and together Colby had come
Jones had an excellent meet out 3rd in the State, behind
with both women scoring 20 Bates and U. of Maine, and
points each. Murphy placed ahead of Bowdoin. Nine
first in the 220C26.5), second women and 3 relay teams
in the 55 met^ d,ash(,ii>, have- qualifiedio. run- in this

I
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. Men's Track
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by Katie Leighton
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Nine women and three relay teams
qualif y for New Englands meet

1

(at NU)

Men's Basketb all
Bowdoin

Feb.28:
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Women 's Basketball
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Wes t River Rd. Waterville
NEAR THOMAS COLLEG E

BAR-B-Q-RI BS

ONL Y $5.95

With a Colby ID
on Tues. and Wed . nig hts.

Many other dinners to choose from.

You 've had them in Florida
now have them here I
Bar-B-Q-Boby Back Ribs.
To ge t here jus t follow Ken/reef y
Memorial Dr. toward Waterville
and take the ri ght at the li ght fust
after the JFK MALL. We are located
just about a m lie out at the
Pine Ridge Golf Course ,
See you there !

Open:

Tues . - Sat. 5-10
Sunday \ 2*8
Closed Mon.

Photo by Don Gatto

BECKY S

Low Hurdl es

"SECOND TIME AROUND"

Action at last Friday's women's track meet. Left to
right, Rose-Francislooks on after running the 55m dash,
Tammy Jones in the 55m low hurdles, and Roberta
Bloom in the mile. All three women will travel to BU on
Saturday for the New Englands.

BULLETIN BOARD
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Call 485-2059

A chance to stud y and live in London
Junior year ..„ .,„„ .. Poeloraduals Diplomas
Research
One-year Master 's)degrees

[

Subject * Include Accountin g and Finance, Actuarial Science . Anthro pology
3usln«ia Studies , Econome trics, Econom ics , Economic History, Geography,
Sovern 'ment, Industr ial Relatione, International History, International Relations
.aw, Management Sclancs, OperiMonal Rssssrch , PWloaophy .Politic *, Sooia
Mmlnlitra tlon , Social Work , Sociolo gy, Social Psychology and Statistical sum
Uathamsllosi Sciences , ' • ' ' ¦ . ¦ , ¦,
. t
,. v 7

PINE ACRES MALL
KENNEDY MEMOR IAL DRIVE

OAKLAND

NEW HOURS: Mon. - Sau 10:00 to 5:00
Sun. •
12:00 to 5:00

•

S wide range ol subjects and courses is available In;Central London loi
itudenli of Ihe social sciences. "

We have a wide selection , • ¦
sel ect ion of

I formal gowns.

LONDON SCHOOL OF ECONOMICS -

Applic ation blanks from :'
Idmisifons Sscrelary, LS.E., Hougftton Street, London WOJA UAt', England!
;|
Plsasa atate whether Junior year of postgraduate ). ¦ <
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Swimmers lose to Babson , 35-71
by Sara Robinson
Last Saturday the men's

swim team travelled to

Babson for their last meet
of the regular season. The
Mules dropped the meet, 3571, leaving their seasonal

record at 4-4.
Saturday's meet was
highlighted by Brian Daly's
win in the 1000-yard free,
and . Jeff Goliger's firstplace finish in the 1-meter
diving. Bob McCurdy (who
shaved down for this im-

— -

portant meet ) took three
full seconds off his 200 individual
medley time,
dropping down to a 2:13.3.
Other outstanding swims
came from Harry Rapheal
in the 100-yard backstroke
and Neal Whoriskey in the
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1000 free.
Next Week Brian Daly,
Eric
Ridgway,
Sandy
Whatley, Jeff Goliger, Scott
Lotufo, and Scott Dow will
travel to Springfield, Mass.
for the New England
Championships March 6-7.
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Kim Konieczny looks over Husson opponent.
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Your first taste will tell you.. .they're big on freshness , big on flavor. And each one is
on a big, toasted , sesame seed french roll. So , comeon in. The coupons below
make it easy to taste for yourself.
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Please present
this
coupon before ordering.
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Bill Chiiliiock tops off niglit^^ij$!& >
by Greg Leeds
Frida y, music cranked
out of Colby all night long.
The evening started , at 8
p.m. in Given Auditorium
and ended in Wadsworth
Gym at 2 a.m. Given was
the site of the Student Arts
Festival and a wide variety
of music. Kickin g off with
singing
Colbyettes
tiie
"Rugged But Right ," the
music moved to the Eights
(a ctuall y seven) singing
a 50's medley and a fun
"Jungle Boogie" contrasted
against a not-so-fun "My

seats " ana

amidst - con-

versation,
Geoff
Ives
casually sat down at the
piano and took hold of the
crowd with a moving
original piece. He then
played a jazz original with
two horn players, Abby
Sapers and Geoff Gordon.
The horns
left, Ives
remained ,
and
Danny
Schultz came on with his
guitar and voice and sang
"People Get Ready, " a
sweet old gospel arranged
by the two musicians.
At
that
point
the
scheduled events were over
but nobody was read y to

Photos
by
Don Gallo

Boy Friend's Back.4** Then the pace changed.
Gar y Smith came on with
J oe Kelliher, Paul Gibson,
and Maggie Holden play ing
in Gary 's Punk slyle. Smith
was j umping in the air and
the crowd, dancing in the
aisles, was as electric as
the band . The quartet
played "Runaway " by Del
Shannon and three Gary
originals.
The band left the stage,
people settled into their

quit. So Smith and Co. came
back on with Schultz and
Whit Symmes of the Eights
and jammed away. The
crowds went back into the
aisles and wild dancing
resumed. There was mor e
mind-altering
music for
alread y delirious mind s.
The scene ended with
"Twist and Shout" as the
janitor kicked everyone out.
We then moved down to
the fieldhouse in time to
catch Bil Chinnock playing

the sounds of Asbuiy Park
in Waterville,
Maine.
Chinnock produ ced an interesting sound that fit
somewhere in between
Bruce Springst een and a
Maine lobsterman. This
turns out to be exactly
where Chinnock himself
fits. He started off playing
with Bruce in Asbury and
then moved up to Hollis
Center, Maine about eight
years ago'. His music shows
both these influences.
Perhaps the most notable
song was "Streets of
Paradise" about Rumford ,
Maine, a town he described
as beautiful with rolling
hills that got dumped on by
the hugest factory from
New Jersey. Other greats
were
" Badlands,"
"Outlaws " "Dime Store

H eroes" and "Shake , Rock
and Roll."
The band was hot. the
music seemed to build
heavily, drop you and build
again. Saxes wailed, guitars
boiled and Bill's voice
teased the danc ing crowd.
He seemed tireless and
went past 2 a.m. coming
back for four encores.

and
Jason
Pel letier

